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with distinguished success. Among such prosperous
gentlemen, like himself past the mezzo cammin, Scott's
picturesque anecdotes, rich easy humor, and gay involun-
tary glances of mother-wit, were, it is not difficult to
suppose, appreciated above contributions of a more ambi-
tious stamp; and no doubt his London reputation de
salon (which had by degrees risen to a high pitch, al-
though he cared nothing for it) was not without its effect
in Edinburgh. But still the old prejudice lingered on
in the general opinion of the place, especially among the
smart praters of the Outer-House, whose glimpses of the
social habits of their superiors were likely to be rare,
and their gall-bladders to be more distended than their
purses.
In truth, it was impossible to listen to Scott's oral
narrations, whether gay or serious, or to the felicitous
fun with which he parried absurdities of all sorts, with-
out discovering better qualities in his talk than wit—
and of a higher order; I mean especially a power of vivid
painting — the true and primary sense of what is called
Imagination. He was like Jaques — though not a
"Melancholy Jaques;" and "moralized" a common
topic "into a thousand similitudes." Shakespeare and
the banished Duke would have found him "full of mat-
ter." He disliked mere disquisitions in Edinburgh, and
prepared impromptus in London; and puzzled the pro-
moters of such things sometimes by placid silence, some-
times by broad merriment. To such men he seemed
commonplace — not so to the most dexterous masters in
what was to some of them almost a science; not so to
Eose, Hallam, Moore, or Eogers, — to Ellis, Mackin-
tosh, Croker, or Canning.
Scott managed to give and receive such great dinners
as I have been alluding to, at least as often as any other
private gentleman in Edinburgh; but he very rarely
accompanied his wife and daughters to the evening as-
semblies, which commonly ensued under other roofs —

